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Abstract

Though recent research demonstrates the impact of patient generated content on patient outcomes and doctor performance, we still have a limited understanding about how patient content is generated in the first place. In this research, we examine how patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors in online healthcare platform influences patient generated content, including how much they generate and what they generate. Focusing on a leading online healthcare platform, we construct a panel dataset of patient generated content for a matched set of doctors. We find that patients’ self-awareness of being observed can increase the quantity of patient generated content. Specially, “being observed” leads to more subjective content, while it has no relationship with objective content. Our results also demonstrate that the mechanism of “being observed” benefits the review quantity at the cost of review quality. We also discuss contributions to user generated content and online healthcare.

1. Introduction

User generated content (UGC) has been considered an important source of information for consumers’ purchase decisions and companies’ performance across various contexts, including e-commerce, finance markets and stock markets [e.g., 5, 60, 65]. In the healthcare domain, healthcare service is considered as a type of credence goods [21]. That is, doctors know more about patients’ conditions and the appropriate treatments, but the patients cannot easily evaluate the appropriateness of the services provided by the doctors [41]. Doctors may utilize the information asymmetry caused by the characteristics of credence goods to provide overtreatment, undertreatment or overcharging [21, 41]. Patient generated content (PGC) (e.g., treatment process, doctor-related information and attitude toward the doctors in the form of review) has been considered as an important factor for patients to discern a doctor’s quality and draw numerous researchers to study [22, 25]. Recent studies on PGC have primarily focused on the quality and consequence of PGC, including the relationship between PGC and quality of care [43], and the effects of PGC on patient outcome and doctor performance [41, 67]. However, there exists a limited understanding of how patient content is generated in the first place.

In this paper, we provide insights into the antecedents of patient generated content. Though several studies in other contexts demonstrate that individual characteristics and social influence (e.g., social connection and social ties) can influence user generated content, our work is distinctive in that we examine a possible new driver in the generation of patient content, that is, how patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors on the Internet (i.e. the “being observed effect”) influences patient content generation, including how much content the patients generate and what content they generate. Specifically, we explore how this online “being observed effect” influences the quantity (i.e. volume) and quality (text-based characteristics, e.g., objectivity vs. subjectivity) of patient generated content. Therefore, we seek to answer the following question:

How does patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors in online healthcare platform influences their content generation behavior, including the volume of content they generate and the text-based characteristics of the content they generate?

We examine the “being observed effect” in patient content generation using data obtained from one large online healthcare platform. The challenge to credible causal inference is the endogeneity of patients’ self-awareness of being observed. For example, patients’ offline experiences with the doctor, which are unobservable to us in this research, may affect patients’ self-awareness of being observed and content generation behavior simultaneously. To address this problem, we use a “function launch event” that triggers
patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors, and design a quasi-experiment to estimate the causal impact of the “being observed effect” on patient content generation, employing a combination of propensity score matching (PSM) and difference-in-difference (DID) estimation [4, 55].

Our results show that patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors can lead to patients generating more content. Specifically, patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors has a positive and significant effect on the subjective content they generate, while the “being observed effect” has no effect on objective content.

This study makes several contributions to the literature of UGC and online healthcare. First, we contribute to UGC literature by studying the impact of “being observed effect” on the generation of content. While existing studies focus on individual characteristics [32, 71] and social influence [24, 62] as antecedent of user content generation, we explore a new mechanism, the “being observed effect,” referred specifically to being observed by those who are being reviewed. Second, we extend the research on UGC to the domain of healthcare, especially from the perspective of antecedents. Extant literature in PGC in healthcare focuses on the quality and consequences of PGC; we take an additional step to studying the antecedent of PGC in the healthcare domain.

2. Literature review

We draw on the literature on user generated content (UGC), which has been extensively examined in the forms of online reviews, online rating and word-of-mouth (WOM), in multiple contexts. Our review of the literature reveals three categories of the work in this domain. Literature in the first category seeks to understand the quality and helpfulness of UGC, including whether the UGC is credible and what makes UGC helpful [47, 49, 69]. For example, Mudambi and Schuff [49] explore what factors make reviews helpful. They find that review depth has a positive effect on the helpfulness of the review, while product type (i.e., experience goods vs. search goods) has a moderating impact on the effect of review depth and review extremity on review helpfulness. In the healthcare domain, researchers have explored the relationship between doctors’ online rating and offline quality to explore whether the online rating can reflect the true quality of doctors [22, 25, 43]. For example, Lu and Rui [43] study whether online rating can index doctors’ medical quality. Using data from RateMDs and hospitals, they find that online doctors’ ratings can provide valuable information for patients to judge doctors’ medical quality.

In the second category, researchers have examined the impact of UGC, showing that UGC has significant impact on a variety of outcomes, including individual behaviors [29, 50, 54], market performance [1, 17, 33, 35, 60, 65, 72] and social network outcomes [61]. For example, Park, Lee and Han [50] find that the quantity of online consumer reviews has a positive effect on consumers’ purchase intention. Trusov, Bucklin and Pauwels [61] study the effect of WOM on member growth in social networks and find that WOM has a strong positive effect on new customer acquisition in the social network. In addition to the quantity of UGC, prior research also explores the effects of different metrics of online consumer reviews on performance across different platforms [see 5 for a review]. The effects of text-based characteristics in UGC (e.g., objective UGC and subjective UGC) have also been explored [9, 16, 23, 31, 36, 40, 59]. For example, Liu, Ozanne and Mattila [40] explore the effectiveness of subjectivity and objectivity expression in online reviews, and find that subjective contents in online reviews can increase men’s purchase intention in the hedonic context and women’s purchase intention in the utilitarian context. In healthcare domain, existing studies have explored how patient generated content affects patients’ outcomes [67] and doctors’ performance [41]. For example, Yan et al. [67] study how other patients’ comments influence patients’ perceived treatment outcome and find that comments with positive sentiment from other patients have a negative effect on the patients’ perceived treatment outcome.

The third category, where our own interest primarily lies, is a small but growing body of research that looks at the antecedent of UGC, i.e. what factors affect user content generation behavior. Existing research examines the antecedent from individual and product factors as well as social factors. In terms of individual and product factors, literature shows that individual characteristics, such as gender [71], cultural background [30], experience [53, 68], uniqueness [14], self-needs [2, 64], self-expression [56, 57] and customer type [3, 32, 39, 52] can affect content generation behavior, including volume and text-based characteristics (e.g., positive and negative content). For example, Zhang, Feick and Mittal [71] explore the different impact of gender in negative WOM transmission, and show that the difference is driven by men’s concern for self and women’s concern for others. In addition, users’ content generation behavior can also be influenced by different product types [8, 19], brand [42], content acquisition method [15] and communication acquisition channel [7]. For example, Lovett,
Peres and Shachar [42] study brand characteristics as an antecedent of WOM. They find that brand characteristics, including social, emotional, and functional aspects, have a significant effect on online and offline WOM mentions. In terms of social factors, most of the literature focuses on the social influence effect, i.e., how other behaviors or other audiences in social environments influence user content generation behavior. Existing research shows that user content generation behavior can be influenced by prior UGC [38, 45, 46, 58], audience size [6], social management [44, 63] and online interaction (or social ties) [24, 62, 70]. For example, Lee, Hosanagar and Tan [38] explore the different effects of prior ratings from friends and strangers, and find that higher prior ratings can increase the intention of users to give a higher rating and this effect is weaker when the prior ratings are from friends. Goes, Lin and Au Yeung [24] study the impact of online interaction on user content generation behaviors. Using data from a product review website, they find that when the users become more popular (i.e., more followers), they generate more reviews and more objective reviews. A few research studies focus on the antecedent of UGC from the perspective of anonymity and social presence, i.e., how personal social exposure affects user content generation behavior. Huang, Hong and Burtch [34] explore the effect of social presence on users’ content generation by studying the social network integration in Yelp.com and TripAdvisor.com. They find that by increasing social presence, social network integration can lead to more UGC volume and more emotional UGC, while decreasing cognitive language, negative emotion and expression of disagreement words.

Our research falls under the third category, and we seek to fill two critical gaps in literature. First, even though prior literature advances our understanding of the UGC generation behavior, it is mostly restricted to dominant contexts such as e-commerce, films, restaurants, stock markets and finance markets. There is limited research in the context of credence goods (e.g., healthcare service) to explore factors driving patients to generate online content. Healthcare service is a typical credence good in that, while doctors know about a patient’s condition and appropriate treatment, the patients cannot evaluate the appropriateness of the services provided by the doctors [21]. Therefore, other patients’ content on the Internet is an extremely important information source for patients to discern doctors’ quality. Given this background, examining the motivation of patient content generation is important in the healthcare domain.

Second, our study examines the effect of the reviewers’ (i.e., patients) self-awareness of being observed by the specific people who are being reviewed (i.e., doctors), a potential new driver of online content generation that has not previously been identified. That is, how do patients change their content generation behavior when they feel they are being observed by their own doctors? This is a unique mechanism which is similar to but not equivalent to non-anonymous. It only increases the patients’ feeling that they are becoming being observed by their own doctors, because their doctors can track their generated content and may know who they are. This lead patients to be non-anonymous to the specific group in the platform (i.e., their own doctors). However, the patients are still being kept anonymous to other users, including all the patients and other doctors. This is different from the mechanism examined in Huang, Hong and Burtch [34] in which the users are non-anonymous to all users. This unique setup can allow us to examine patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors on their content generation behaviors, including how much they produce (quantity of PGC) and what they produce (objective content vs subjective content).

3. Hypotheses development

3.1. The quantity of PGC

The quantity of PGC reflects a doctor’s popularity, since it is reasonable to assume that the quantity of PGC is related to the number of patients who have chosen this doctor. Patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their doctors, through enhancing patients’ sense of presence, may affect their decisions to contribute contents.

First, patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their doctors enhances their sense of presence as unique individuals to their doctors, increasing their feelings of connection to the doctor they are reviewing [13]. Patients know that the doctor could trace back from the content and obtain their personal information (e.g., real name, cell phone, and even treatment records). As such, patients are more likely to participate actively in online healthcare platform to get the doctors’ attention and hopefully strengthen their connection with the doctors, which is beneficial to their own treatment process. Patients may also believe that online and offline interaction would provide their doctors with more opportunities to know them, a belief that may also encourage them to generate more content.

Second, patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their doctors motivates them to act prosocially to gain a good impression in the eyes of observers [51]. Using online healthcare platforms, patients could receive or give social support, including informational
support in the form of sharing advice or referrals, and emotional support in the form of sharing happiness or sadness [66]. When observed by their doctors, patients would be more willing to help peer patients by providing informational and emotional support, resulting in their contributing larger volume of content. Further, patients are also more likely to write PGC for giving feedback to their doctors, aiming to encourage them or help to improve their service, which will be beneficial to the relationship between patients and doctors in the long run [48]. Even for patients receiving poor services and treatments, switching to other doctors would require extra cost of time and energy, which some of them may not want to load, especially for patients with a limited choice of doctors. As such, unsatisfied patients may use this new channel to communicate with their doctors in our context, instead of keeping silent. Hence, most of patients tend to increase their content generation behaviors when being observed by their doctors. Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:

\[ H1: \text{Patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their doctors increase the quantity of patient generated content.} \]

3.2. The quality of PGC

In this study, the quality of PGC is defined as the information quality of PGC from the perspective of text-based characteristics (i.e. subjective and objective). Studies in marketing show that objective reviews are more effective than subjective ones, since the former contains more specific and clearer opinions [50]. In healthcare setting, we consider objective PGC high-quality PGC, as it is based on specific facts about the process of healthcare services. In contrast, subjective PGC is considered low-quality PGC, which is based on emotion as opposed to reasoned arguments. We argue that patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their doctors affect the quality of their contents.

When patients are aware of being observed by their doctors, their sense of presence in front of their doctors is getting higher. Sense of presence in social contexts influences the extent to which one displays emotions. Situations in which others are present or only imaginary present affect the amount of emotion expression [20]. For example, Huang, Hong and Burtch [34] have shown that social presence of friends in online platforms increases language reflecting affective processes in review text, compared with cognitive processes. Affective processes include one’s feelings related to the object of being evaluated. In the same line of reasoning, patients’ self-awareness of being observed of their doctors motivate them displaying more emotional expressions in PGC, through either a positive or a negative tone, by which increase the subjectivity of PGC and decline the objectivity of PGC relatively. Therefore, we propose the following two hypothesis:

\[ H2a: \text{Patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their doctors leads to more subjective patient generated content.} \]

\[ H2b: \text{Patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their doctors leads to less objective patient generated content.} \]

4. Research setting

4.1. Research context

We collected data from a leading Chinese online healthcare platform, which displays information about doctors from a variety of hospitals across China. An information page is created by the platform for each listed on the platform. On this page, visitors can see detailed information about the doctor (e.g., departments, title, specialty and outpatient schedule) and his/her affiliated hospitals (e.g., telephone, rank and address). Patients can generate content (e.g., treatment process, doctor-related information and attitude toward the doctors) in the form of review about the doctors they have seen before. Before they generate and publish the content, they must register with the platform. However, the platform partially masks the user’s ID in the published content. Moreover, the platform only allows patients to register and log in, and does not provide any channels for doctors to register and participate in the online platform.

In order for doctors to participate in and utilize online platform to manage their patients and learn knowledge, in March 2008, this online healthcare platform implemented a new feature that allows doctors to create their homepages to register and log in. Doctors can update their personal information and outpatient schedule in their homepage. The creation of homepages allows doctors, when logged in, to track and check their patients’ generated content instantly. For the patients, they generate contents in the doctors’ information pages if the doctors do not create homepages. After the doctors create their homepages, there is a button link (homepage) in the doctors’ information pages for patients to distinguish and identify these doctors. Therefore, patients can easily know whether their doctors have created homepages and logged in. Thus, doctors’ creation of homepage may increase their patients’ feeling that they are becoming non-anonymous to their own doctors (being observed). Patients, however, can generate content to
evaluate their doctors in the information page whether the doctors create homepage or not.

4.2. Identification strategy

To establish a causal relationship between patients’ self-awareness of being observed and their content generation behavior, we utilize the launch of the function, i.e. “creation of homepage”, to build a quasi-experimental research design. That is, the creation of homepage makes patients know whether their doctors have logged in the platform and tracked their generated content, which may increase the feeling of being observed by their own doctors. For doctors who created their homepage, the creation of homepages would increase their patients’ self-awareness of being observed. The patients of doctors who did not create their own homepage would not be affected by the launch of this function. Therefore, we have two distinct groups of doctors, where a “treatment” group contains doctors who created their homepage and a “control” group that contains doctors who did not create the homepage. In order to mimic a random experimental design and get an unbiased estimate of “treatment effect”, we utilized PSM and DID estimation [18]. By using these methods, we hope to solve the endogeneity issues by controlling for self-selection.

4.3. Data collection

We used a web crawler to collect data on two diseases: fracture and coronary heart disease, from September 2007 to August 2008. The data includes the doctor’s title, the rank of the hospital with which the doctor is affiliated, the doctor’s geographic location, a record of patient generated content, and the date of homepage creation. We obtained a sample of 2055 doctors with 297 doctors in the treatment group and 1758 doctors in the control group. Different doctors in the treatment group created their homepages at different points of time during the study period.

4.4. Variable operationalization

4.4.1. Dependent variables. We explore patient content generation behavior from two aspects: patient generated content quantity and patient generated content quality. PGC quantity is the volume of PGC and is denoted as PGC_Volume, which is calculated as the total number of patient generated content data points with doctor j in the period t. Prior literature has shown that high quality or useful UGC usually includes objective information that is less emotionally expressive [16, 30, 34, 50, 69]. Therefore, we use text-based features, i.e. objectivity and subjectivity, as the criterion to assess PGC quality. Objective PGC is content that mainly contains objective information, is understandable, and most importantly, has detailed information about treatment process and doctors. Subjective PGC is content that mainly contains emotional, subjective information, and has no detailed information about treatment processes and doctors. We use artificial classification and machine learning to classify the data into objectivity and subjectivity. For example, “Bilateral knee joint replacement surgery. This surgery took about 2 hours, a small wound. My blood loss was below 200ml and now postoperative recovery is good.” is objective content, while “The doctor is great. He is professional, easygoing and patient. My benefactor!” is subjective content. Therefore, we have two variables to measure PGC quality: objective PGC, which is denoted as PGC_Objectivityj, and calculated as the number of objective patient generated content data points with doctor j in the period t; subjective PGC, which is denoted as PGC_Subjectivityj, and calculated as the number of subjective patient generated content with doctor j in the period t.

4.4.2. Independent variables. We created a binary variable DParTj to capture the periods before and after the doctor j creates a homepage. The variable is one if the period is after the doctor j creates homepage at the given time t. It is zero if the period is before the doctor j creates homepage at the given time t. We also created a treatment dummy TreatDj to capture if a doctor is in the treatment or control group. The variable is one if the doctor is in the treatment group. It is zero if the doctor is in the control group.

4.4.3. Control variables. We also included several control variables in our model, including the doctor’s title (DTitle_Dj) takes the value one for “chief doctor”, DTitle_Dj takes the value one for “associate chief doctor”, and zero for other doctors), the doctor’s hospital rank (denoted as HLevel), takes the value one for the highest ranked hospitals, and zero for lower ranked hospitals), the GDP of the city where the doctor j is located (denoted as GDP), and disease type (denoted as Disease, takes the value one for coronary heart disease, and zero for fracture disease). These control variables were entered in the PSM.

5. Data analysis

We have two groups (i.e. treatment group and control group) according to the identification strategy. DID analysis calculated the effect of treatment by
comparing the outcome of the treatment and control groups in the pre- and post-treatment (i.e., the creation of homepage), which helps us mitigate the effects of extraneous factors [4, 55]. We used PSM to select a group of doctors in the control group who are comparable to the doctors in the treatment group in terms of the doctors’ background variables, so that the differences in the outcome variables cannot be attributed to the differences in doctors’ background.

We then ran a DID model to test the causal impact of patients’ self-awareness of being observed on the dependent variables.

5.1. Propensity score matching

We conducted propensity score matching following the standard steps outlined in the prior literature [11, 28, 55]. First, we used a logistic model that includes the doctors’ background variables to estimate the propensity scores (see Table 1). Second, we matched the doctors in the treatment and control groups using the nearest neighborhood without caliper pair matching algorithm. The PSM generated 292 doctors in the treatment group and 292 doctors in the control group.

Third, we checked if the common support requirement is met by plotting the propensity score distributions through histogram plots and box plots [28, 37, 55] (see Figure 1). It can be seen that the propensity score distributions for treatment and control groups are different before matching. However, after matching, the propensity score distributions for the treatment and control groups are almost identical. Therefore, we were confident that the matching results met the common support requirement, and concluded that the treatment and control groups have no significant difference in the propensity score. Fourth, we checked the matching quality to see if the two groups are balanced on the covariates by comparing the covariates between treatment and control groups before and after matching (see Table 2). The results show that, after matching, the treatment and control groups have no significant differences on the covariates.

![Figure 1. Distribution of propensity score before and after matching](image)

### Table 2. Covariate comparison before and after matching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>T-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTitle_D1</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTitle_D2</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLevel</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>8.252</td>
<td>8.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>8.287</td>
<td>8.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Difference-in-difference analysis

The DID models of patients content generation behavior are specified as follows.

PGC quantity model (1):

\[ \text{PGC}_i^{\text{Volume}} = \alpha_i + \beta_i DParT_i + \beta_j TreatD_j \times DParT_i + \epsilon_i \]

PGC quality model (2):

\[ \text{PGC}_i^{\text{Quality}} = \alpha_i + \beta_i DParT_i + \beta_j TreatD_j \times DParT_i + \epsilon_j \]

where \( i \) denotes a matched pair of doctors, \( j \) denotes a treatment or control group doctor, and \( t \) denotes the time period. \( \text{TreatD}_i \) is the treatment dummy that indicates whether doctor \( j \) is in the treatment group (\( \text{TreatD}_i=1 \)) or the control group (\( \text{TreatD}_i=0 \)). \( DParT_{ij} \) is a dummy variable that indicates if the period is before (\( DApp_{ij}=0 \)) or after the launch of the mobile app (\( DApp_{ij}=1 \)), respectively, for doctors belonging to the matched pair \( i \). \( \alpha_i \) is the doctor fixed effects that help to control for the unobserved heterogeneity across doctors. \( \text{PGC}_i^{\text{Quality}} \) are the text-based
characteristics including PGC objectivity and PGC subjectivity.

6. Results

Table 3 shows the results of DID estimation. The parameter corresponding to the treatment effect of being observed is positive and significant in the PGC quantity model (coefficient=0.107, p-value=0.000, Model 1). This suggests that patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors has a positive effect on their generated content quantity. Thus, we find support for H1. For the PGC quality model, patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors has a positive and significant effect on the PGC subjectivity (coefficient=0.100, p-value=0.000, Model 3), which suggests that patients would generate more subjective content when they feel they are being observed by their doctors. Thus, our H2a is supported. However, patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors has no significant effect on the PGC objectivity (coefficient=0.012, p-value=0.081, Model 2). This suggests that when patients feel they have been observed by their own doctors, they do not change their behavior to post more objective content. Thus, H2b is not supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Results</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>variables</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Objectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DParT</td>
<td>-0.042***</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreatD×DParT</td>
<td>0.107***</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.104***</td>
<td>0.021***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor fixed effects</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustered Errors</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of doctors</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***p<0.001, **p<0.01 and *p<0.05.

7. Robustness checks

7.1. Matching with alternative techniques

We employed other matching algorithms to verify the robustness of our results, that is, optimal pair matching and nearest neighborhood with caliper (0.25*SD, SD is the standard deviation of propensity score) pair matching. We find that the estimations are largely consistent with our main results.

7.2. Robustness of the DID analysis

We first used a relative time model [10, 26, 27] to check the parallel trend assumption of DID estimation, which requires that there is no pre-treatment heterogeneity in the trends between treatment and control groups [4]. Specifically, we created a series of time dummies to indicate the relative chronological distance between the period t and the treatment time (i.e. the launch of homepages creation), following prior literature [4, 10, 12, 26, 27, 34]. This approach can help determine the existence of pre-treatment heterogeneity in the trends between treatment and control groups (i.e. a significant difference between treatment and control groups before the treatment). Therefore, we specified the following models:

\[ PGC_{Volume_t} = \alpha + \beta_1 Time _Dummies + \beta_2 TreatD \times Time _Dummies + \epsilon \]  

\[ PGC_{Quality_t} = \alpha + \beta_1 Time _Dummies + \beta_2 TreatD \times Time _Dummies + \epsilon \]

We drew the coefficients (\( \beta_2 \)) of each TreatD×Time_Dummies for our dependent variables from the above estimation in Figure 2. As shown in the figure, there is no evidence of significant pre-treatment difference in the pre-treatment periods, which supports the parallel trend assumption.

Second, in our main analysis, we used data that contains six months before and after the launch of the function (creation of homepages). For the robustness test, we ran the DID analysis using different periods before and after the launch of the function (i.e. data contains five, three months before and after, respectively) to confirm that our results are not caused by unobservable factors in certain periods and make sure the results are robust to the different time...
windows [55]. We found that the results using different time windows are similar to the main results.

8. Discussion

This research examines the antecedent of patient generated content in an online healthcare platform to explore how the “being observed effect” influences the volume and types of the contents that patients generate. By building a quasi-experimental design, we find that patients’ self-awareness of being observed by their own doctors can cause them to generate more reviews about their doctors. This shows that the mechanism of “being observed” can benefit doctors and the platform by increasing the quantity of patient generated content, such as online reviews. Specifically, the results also show that the “being observed effect” can stimulate patients to generate more subjective content. However, this mechanism has no relationship with objective content generation. A possible explanation for this unexpected finding is that “being observed” may have motivated patients to generate content as a way to communicate and build the relationship with their doctors, instead of using it as a traditional UGC to help other patients. As increased subjectivity indicates low quality of patient generated content, the mechanism of “being observed” may turn out to be harmful to the platform by increasing the proportion of low quality patient generated content.

8.1. Theoretical contribution

First, the current project joins the small but growing literature that examines the antecedent of user generated content. Exploring the factors driving user content generation has been a prominent research area in the field of Information Systems. Existing literature has primarily focused on individual and product factors, such as gender, culture background and product types [32, 71], as well as social influence factors, such as prior UGC, audience size and social connection [24, 62]. We contribute to UGC literature by examining a new driver, i.e. the “being observed effect” (in the sense of being observed by the person the user is generating content about, or the people being reviewed). Our empirical study has established a causal link between “being observed effect” and generation of content.

Second, existing literature in PGC in healthcare focuses on its quality and consequence. We extend this literature by studying the generation of PGC in the healthcare domain, especially from the perspective of antecedent factors.

8.2. Practical contribution

Our results have a number of implications for practice. First, our results can provide important insights into the cultivation and accumulation of patient generated content in online healthcare platforms. We show that patients’ “being observed effect” can incentivize patients to generate more content. This indicates that the mechanism of “being observed by the people who are reviewed” is a useful tool to increase the volume of PGC, which is an important resource for review or rating websites. Second, we show that the mechanism benefits the review quantity at the cost of review quality (when quality is indicated by content objectivity). Therefore, online healthcare platforms should consider designing additional communication functions to encourage patients to contribute more objective content, thus increasing the quality of patient generated content.

8.3. Limitations

Our study has several limitations. First, we only analyzed two diseases. Future studies may consider different types of medical conditions and compare the effects of “being observed effect” on these different conditions. Second, the text-based characteristics in this study only look at objectivity and subjectivity. Patient content usually contains various types of information, such as treatment outcomes, prior treatment experience and information about hospitals. Further studies can classify the content into more types to study how “being observed effect” affects detailed information in patient generated content.
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